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well as to relevant issues on cam-
p1_L Involvement is the key word
and an increased concern in cam-
pus community and national
fairs is the major goal of Sandy
Thompson the new editor-in-chief
of the Beaver News Sandy an
English major and rising senior
sayc If it were funny world
wed have funny newspaper
Theres no use kidding ourselves
about the world we live in today
The world is changing and the
News must continue to be involved
in all the current issues if it is
to succeed as real newspaper
Tobi Steinberg presently
sophomore English major is the
newly appointed news editor She
plans to add interest to news
articles by drawing on faculty and
student opinions This would give
more meaning to current affairs
and help to further involve the stu
dents
The new feature editor Jackie
Manela is freshman member of
the honors program Jackie says
that features shouldnt be merely
The local youth chapter of SANE
the committee for Sane Nuclear
Policy will bring its concern for
national priorities to the Library
lecture room on Saturday March
21 at 200 p.m The group whose
objectives include reformation of
draft laws curtailment of war ac
tivities and enrichment of educa
tion in suburbia is comprised of
students from Ea.tern Montgomery
County
The program sponsored by the
Beaver News will introduce guer
Wa theater to the campus Per-
ormances of this type also called
street theater developed three
years ago when wild unorganized
mass meetings often with polit.i
Attendance is required
to incorporate news and features
next year thereby adding new
dimension to the paper We
must bring people in the news
into more human situation
Jane Robinson copy editor is
junior in the honors program
Jane feels that the paper has been
improving all along and that it
will continue in this direction be-
cause the editors are aware of it
and aware of the outside world
Nancy Schultz headlines editor
junior English major predicts
no radical changes in the presenta
tion of the news in the year to
come She agrees with the others
though that the new awareness of
the world outside has brought add-
ad stimulation to the co-curricular
aspect of the college
The new photography editor is
Lisa Berg junior majoring In
government We need more pie-
tures if we want to be able to
really see and tQ understand the
news she says Pictures show
the real world in black and
white
cal backgrounds sprang up on
street corners and college camp-
uses Two films concerning draft
and public sentiment will be shown
at the session From Age 10 to
Adult and You Could See It On
Their Faces
Two speakers will wrap up the
afternoon Josh Markell staff
member of the Philadelphia Resist-
ance will discuss the draft and
David Sands SANE staff member
will speak on the necessity of
moratorium
The News urges all Beaver stu
dents and their friends to attend
the Saturday meeting You say
you care
panel discussion concerning
city planning and urban develop-
ment will take place tonight at
30 p.m in the Little Theatre
The panel will be comprised of
Mr Edmund Bacon member of
the Philadelphia City Planning
CommissIon Mr Richard Tager
lawyer associated with Skidmore
Owings and Merrill the arehitec
tural and engineering firm cur-
rently re-developing the Baltimore
highway system and Mr Sheldon
Pollack director of community re
lations of the New York City Re-
gional Planning Commission Dr
Norman Johnston chairman of the
sociology department will be the
moderator
Each of
discuss the ways his organization
is handling the problem of urban
planning Questions such as
How are cities dealing with the
rapidly growing population and
Who is considered first the city
or the occupant when city is
re-developed will be discussed
In light of the topic this discussion
should also be of interest to those
who are involved in environmental
awareness e.g Earth Day activ
ities question-answer period
will follow the discussion and coffee
will be served in the lobby of the
theatre
This panel discussion is being
sponsored by the All-College Forum
Committee Although the Commit-
tee is supposed to schedule only
five events to comply with the at-
tendance stipulation it felt that it
should not be restricted to that
number Therefore attendance




The Vietnam Moratorium Corn-
mittee has announced plans for
three-day fast culminating in rat
lies at local Internal Revenue
Bureaus on April 15 1970
The theme of the spring activi
ties Anti-Tax-Anti-War Is de
signed to emphasize the economic
costs of the war and to press
home the need for restructuring
natienal priorities
From April 13-15 fast will be
observed to demonstrate the moral
commitment for peace It is hoped
that the money normally spent for
food during this time will be do-
nated to the Moratorium which in
turn will channel it into relief
agencies in Vietnam
The April 15 activities will be
locally oriented with rallies in
thousands of communities across
the nation The Mid-Atlantic
Vietnam Moratorium Committee
will be coordinating the Philadel
phia area as well as all of Penn-
sylvania Virginia West Virginia
New Jersey Maryland Delaware
and upstate New York Anyone
interested In more infonnation
should contact Arlene Fine at ext
286 or should drop Into the office
at 1001 chestnut Street
Beaver Coltege
Eugena Fuller AtWO3d Library
At recent meeting of the Edu
cational Policy Committee some
changes in the English department
curriculum were approved the
most crucial one being the elimi
nation of En 72 independent study
for Comprehensive Examination
and the dropping of the require-
meat of comprehensive examina
tion in English for graduation
As special condition for
having no Comprehensive the Fe-
quirements for the major were re
structured to include program of
ten courses Since the faculty at
its last meeting agreed to raise
the course ceiling to 13 for all
departments balanced and inter-
esting variety of offerings in Eng
lish is now not only feasible but
most welcome
As of 1970-1971 an English
major will be required to take En
23-24 British Writers and II
En 21 Literature East West
or En 26 Greek Literature in
Translation two electives in Eng
lAsh literature before 1800 and
five additional electives three of
which must be in literature Cur-
rent majors should have no trouble
adjusting to these changes especi
ally since Major Seminar and the
Comprehensive have been dropped
as requirements
With the appointment of two
new English professors for the
coming academic year to replace
staff members temporarily away
or retiring few course changes
will be introduced En 27
American Literature will be re
instated covering major figures of
the 19-century This course had
been partly assimilated in 19-
Century Literature in English
which has now been replaced to-
gether with Literature of Roman-
ticism and Revolt by new 19-
This summer college students
from all over the United States
will have the opportunity to corn-
bine study and travel on the Bea
ver College Vienna Sumiier Sem
mar Under the competent three-
tion of Dr Conrad Latour chair-
man of the history-government de
partment these students will in-
corporate study of modern
southeast Europe with field trip
to the areas covered in the study
Czechoslovakia Hungary Yugo
slavia Bulgaria Turkey and
Greece
Leaving the United States on
June 15 1970 the group with Dr
Latour and his wife will travel
briefly through London Paris Zu
rich and Salzburg The study
period will begin on June 23
when the group is scheduled to ar
rive in Vienna Far from strictly
academic program this study
will include briefings from govern-
ment officials lectures by profes
sors from the University of Vi-
enna cultural activities and week-
end excursions to Budapest and
eastern Austria All lectures will
be given In English but non-
credit course in conversational
German will be offered The Vi-
enna Seminar will be worth four
credit hours or one Beaver unit
On July 18 Dr Latour and his
wife will begin bus tour through
southeastern Europe covering
century elective to be called En
48 Poetry and Criticism of the
19-Century This course will be
offered in the fall by new mem
ber of the English staff Dr Phylis
Rackin who is presently pro-
fessor of English at the University
of Pennsylvania
In the total restructuring of ad-
vanced electives in English litera
ture the dropping of Literature
of Romanticism and Revolt will
be partly offset by another new
course Restoration and 18-Cen-
tury English Literature This
course will be offered in the spring
by the second new member of the
staff Mrs Caroline Hunt who is
completing Ph.D in English at
Harvard University
In making Literature East
West required course for the
major the English department
plans to slightly revamp its con-
tent to include more background
in classical literature along with
deeper concentration in the
masterpieces of medieval and rca-
aissance periods To make room
for some of the additional ma-
teriai most of the French litera
ture presently included such as
works of Rabelals Racine Moliere
and Rousseau will be eliminated
They will be taken up by new
course being offered by the foreign
language department French Lit-
erature in Translation to be given
next spring covering major works
from the medieval period to the
Age of Enlightenment
In light of these changes the
English department foresees
much stronger program for the
major and non-major which will
inevitably lead to increased pres
tige for Beaver College as first-
rate institution
such places as Prague Belgrade
The Bazaar in Istanbul Athens
and Delphi welcome addition
to this years tour is weeks Va-
cation on Dalmatlon beach
After the field trip students will
have two weeks to travel on their
own before returning to the Un
ted States
An excellent opportunity to see
Europe the Vienna Seminar also
provides students with Insight into
Europes current problems with
special emphasis on the Communist
bloc Benefiting from Dr Latours
vast experience and knowledge
students will gain broader per-
spective of the problems and con-
ditions of these European coun
tries All of the students who par-
ticipated in this program before
agree that the Vienna Summer
Seminar is not only valuable
learning experience but also tre
mendously rewarding and lot of
fun
Today at 430 and 630 p.m in
the Dining Room lounge Beaver
students who took part In the pro
gram last year will be available
to answer any and all questions
If you are at all interested this
will be excellent opportunity to
get first-hand information about
the Seminar Anyone who cannot
attend either of these meeting




of chance to talk with the
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New editorial stali for the News Bottom row Tobi Stein-
berg news editor Sandy Thompson editor-in-chief Jackie
Manela feature editor Top row Nancy Schultz headlines
editor Jane Robinson copy editor Lisa Berg photography
editor
by Nancy Schneider
The Beaver News must relate meaningless stories but should be
its readers to the world beyond the items of interest related to the
high stone walls of this college as news It is important she says
the participants will




Class meetings will be held on Monday March 23 at 30 p.m
Freshmen Murphy Chapel
Sophomores Library lecture room
Juniors SGO room







News Editor ................ Tobi Steberg
Feature Editor .............. Jackie 4aneIa
Copy Editor ......... Jane Robinson
Drama Editir ................... Cathye Stoops
Art Editor ......... Cindy Burleigh
Headlines ..................... Nancy Schultz
Photography Lisa Berg Joyce Dukes Kerry
Kaufman
Cartoonist ................... Eve LaPier
Typist ............. Alice Jacobson
Reporters ................... Janet Heuman
Nancy Croup Linda Seybold Janet Hayes Joanne
Trachtenberg Mrs Miriam Weiss Nancy Schnei
der Kathy Hellyar Carole Cates
Patricia Wert
han Chris Hatch Ann Stier Joy Osmalov Kay
Salz Dr Charles Hall Caroline Otis
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The Beaver News is weekly publication by and
Icr Beave students and does not necessarily reflect
the opinion of the college or
student body
we .Accept
The role of the Beaver News on this cam-
pus has come to be oiie of
vital importance
Over the past two years especially this pub-
lication has been priinrily concertied not
with mixers club meetings and convocations
but with relevant issu both on and off cam-
pus The News has beoffie functioning
part of campus life strong channel of corn-
munication among eerneflts of the college
ommunity It is only through the generally
unrecognized efforts of both students and fac
ulty that the News has reached this point
We of the new editorial board acknowl
edge these efforts But we have been left
with tremendous obligation We cannot al
low ourselves lesser degree of concern we
cannot condone any less involvement To do
this would be failure to meet the responsi
bjlity that we have accepted and denial of
the efforts made by others
This may sound ominous but it is in fact
an exciting challenge which we are eager to
accept With new staff we look forward to
continuation of quality changes in perspec
tive and the introduction of new ideas With
new student government we expect to aid
in keeping the recent trend of change quite
alive We intend to serve the college in the
manner we consider most beneficial
The next year will be full one full of
experience for us and hopefully full of inno
vations for the campus When these innova
tions occur we plan to be part of them
/3eJini
Jiorne
Charity begins at home is maxim that can
have relevance today Those of us at Beaver who
ae not oniy concerned about but terrified by the
ravages of pollution have realized that there is
something we can do on canipus to curtail the con-
tributions we are making to environmental de
struction In previous editorial we stated that
on the average 4000 styrofoam cups are used
weekly in the dining room styrofoam cups that
add to waste and pollution Mr Cooley agreed to
stop using paper products on the condition that
students not take dishes out of the dining room
or at least return these items personally if they
are taken
Economics can not be ignored ARA cannot
afford to replenish the china supply that is contin
ually being diminished if they hope to sponsor
special holiday meals and maintenance doesnt
have time and shouldnt be forced to serve as per
sonal maids for girls who are too lazy to return
dishes themselves There is alisolutely no excus
for using styrofoam cups while eating
in the dining
room itself if you must take food out it is your
obligation to return the borrowed materials im
nediately after using them The only way Mr
Cooley can risk this experiment is
if you take it
yourself to comply with the terms
Survivai has always been major pre-occup
tion of man if you want to live in world that
111 bO able to support you physically you must
.do something to save the air ard water from being
olltited beyond repair Not using styrofoam cups
may seem an insigniflrit attempt to curb pollu
tion but it Is an attrnpt The effort is small





Vniversity of Pennsylvania Irvine Auditorium
March 18 Roineo and Juliet
March 22 Gospel of St Matthew
March 24 De Bade 00 aaid 30 p.m
Philadelphia Museum of Art Exceptional Films
Society
April The Fool Killer
Legend of Jimmy Blue Eyes
Why Do You Smile Mona Lisa
MUSIC
Academy of Music 1718 Locust St
March 17 Met Soprano Leontyne Price
March 22 Israeli Pianist David Bar-flla.n
Civic Center Civic Center Blvd at 34 Street
April Rock Festival with Stepperiwolf
Pa-




March 17 Nathaniel Tarn speaking
relationship of anthropology to
criticism In French 00 p.m
EXHIBITS
Civic Center Civic Center Blvd at 34 Street
March 27-29 Auto World Show
thru March 22 Flower Show
Philadelphia Museum of Art
thru April 15 Van Gogh Display
TELEVISION
Merv Griffin Show
March 19 Torn Patchett and Jay Tarses satir
ists from Lancaster Pennsylvania
çreen-cL
would like to make plea to seniors
The great deal of excitement about
comment on and dedication to the impending
destruction of the ecosystem is imfortun
ately not as actively powerful as it is appar
ently impressive An academic environment
provides the opportunity to philosophize about
worldly difficulties to discuss study and an-
alyze problems and to propose solutions to
those problems We are free and independ
ent for time now free to give all the
scholarly thought we can to the screwed up
things that have twisted our society our
fellow man and more ominously than any-
one even fears our physical world
Seniors you have studied Your learning
will not stop on graduation day but and
tremble to think of it you will soon become
more involved with the societys institutions
tremble because it is the way our intitu
tions have used the principle of competition
in business the way our society is geared to
immediate gratification of any arid all de
sires the way Americans have learned to
care for themselves to the exclusion of others
that has directly brought on the problem
Facing that is great challenge To face it
and to correct it one begins within changing
values and priorities One begins within
Our society is monetarily based money
talks money moves people with enough
money one can get inst about anything This
is sick but this is true
In much of the emotional attack on en-
vironmental ruin yr havent been paying at-
tention to the affects of environmental repair
on the economy Economic worth and envi
ronmental worth are incomparable yet our
nation functions economically and ecological
rehabilitation must become function
Therefore the cause the drive the fight
however you individually think of it need
money And thats the plea
You happen to be in unique position
Youre on the brink of jumping into rut
rut that may mold you or that you may
mold instead You have money at your dis
posal to give and this is rarity Chann
yGUr money to reclamation rebuilding
of
natural land thats about to be overrun by the
powerful jingling change purse
of pre
gress that defines itself with concrete and
land fill and department stores and gasoline
stations that sell leaded gas that the car
burn into the air that kills the plants that
Stick your foot in the moving gear of this
kind of progress and place the money pro-
vided for by the senior class gift in the hands
of those trying desperately to balance the
ecology and give the earth breath
of life
If something isnt done quickly huge
interstate highway will progress riaht
through Tinicurn Marsh one of the last tidal
marshes in the east The marsh is essential
in metropolitan area where already the
air is so foul that nonsmoker simply
breathes in the same as two-pack smoker in
imrely fresh air This is far more than
local problem It one rock in foundation
of life-or-death regrowth And each rock in
foundation is keystone
Weve got to get it together And Von
know that its right
Tuesday March 19
cerned whether the absence
letter grades could jeopardize
students chances for admission
graduate school ThLs problelT
was studied by the Education
Policy Committee at Antioch Col
lege before credit-no credit sys
tern was successfully put into prac
tice two years ago Antioci
Abolishes Grades School and So
ciety November 1968 391 The
committee decided that such
tem would not be detrimental to
students acceptance to graduate
school There are other criteria
sides grades by which graduat
schools can evaluate student
admission colleges reputation
faculty recommendations and
students score on the Graduate
Record Exams are all cousiderec
As pointed out by the cominitte
at Antioch graduate schools
learning to interpret new forms
evaluation as several prestigious
schools are initiating new marking
systems Recognizing the
made
quacy of the present grading sys
tern many colleges and universi
ties are adopting marking system
more completely and unambigu
ously expressive of students per-






should like to protest In the
strongest terms the article on
recent venture last week
News cannot conceive of so pro-
found misunderstanding Any-
one who knows me is aware that
am radically neutrai about Sig
mund Freud and could not con-
ceivabily want to make pilgrim-
age to his stamping grounds
hope that an apology will be forth-
coming Bernard Mausner
subject
Ed Apology Wait until next
Undoubtedly people will be con-
Caroline Otis foirnor editor-in- Iief shortly
before her sudden
demise Her untimely death followed power struggle among
staff
members of the Beaver News The disconsolate reject vvas approached
by concerned fellow studeots as she made her
last trek to the Rose
Room for brief meditation One student attempted to offer sympathy
but repeated cry of Aaugh alternated with full eyeball rolls was
the only response
In honor of Caroline the cafeteria will stop serving
coffee for
one full day date to be announced Instead Carolines
well-loved
blue mug will be on display next to the iced-tea dispenser
It is asked
that all contributions to Earth Day be made there Caroline was
carrying her mug as she finally made her way to Murphy Chapel







In response to letter
submitted
to the Beaver News by Sarah
Lang would like to comment and
make further suggestions for an
improved marking system at Bea




marking needs to be developed at
Beaver The to grading sys
tern fails to provide an effective
evaluation of how much student
has learned within particular
course for grades do not
tell the
basis on which they are assigned
Moreover there is wide variation
among departments and among
instructors in actual grading prac




marking system be initiated at
Beaver This wouid not be compar
able to the pass-fail grading prac
tine in which student can pass
by just getting by with fl-level
work Instead the line of division
between the granting of credit or
no credit would be set at the level
of mastery of all the course ob
jectives As explained by Benja
mm Bloom professor of educa
tion at the University of Chicago
most students can achieve high
level of mastery of particular




their individual needs Evaluation
Comment U.C.L.A May 1963
The professor should individualize




entering Upon coinpletiori of
course the professor should
make
written evaluation of each stu
dents performance With such an
evaluation the student can re
calve an explicit assessment of the
degree to which she has mastered
/7
Lhart4
exhibited this summer with the
publication of Festschrift book
of essays written in honor of Fran-
els Furgeson noted theatre critic
and professor at Rutgers Univer
sity Mr Miller having ocn in-
vited to write one of the essays to
be induded in the collection chose
to write about the recent1 put
1i.shed Polish poet Zbigniew Her-
bert When asked why he elected
to write about this particular poet
Mr Miller replied Certain poets
can be read in translation whose
major quality is their intelligence
and wit
According to Mr Miller Her-
bert is poet who writes politica
poetry which is not polemical
which manages to be deeply-felt
but not simple-minded This is
no easy task for although Herbert
in writing about his hcmeiand of-
ten describes the horrors of 20-cen-
tury politics the poet doesnt be-
come hysterical in response to the
nightmare of totalitarianism Mr
Miller says
Imagine yourself back in the
days of college tours Then ima
glue walking into Beavers gym and
hearing student instructing her
classmates All right children
now lets hold hands to make
circle and take GIANT step
backwarth Thats right Would
it make you question the intellec
tual level of Beaver girls Thats
what those of us Elementiu
Games wonder too when higFt
school tourists visit our gym
class
Mr Miller feels that the poetry
of Herbert is classical in that it
remains impersonal by exercising
restraint yet it salvages sense of
the modem world by seeing 2U-cen-
tury life in terms of myth It is
in using this technique he con-
tends that Herberts poems man-
be profound without being
PD pJU5 or pretentious An cx-
a1pie of this style skillfully draws
an analogy between the poet and
pebble
Pebbles cannot be tamed
to the end they will look at us
with calm and very clear eye
recommended To those of us who
had always had classroom
teacher and gym teacher in dc
mentary school it came as shock
to find that in many elementary
schools the classroom teacher
alone is responsible for her class
physical education With each
week however the idea of teaching





In response to the recent
criticism amoeg some students
concerning the lack of black litera
ture in the library the librarian
with the help of Jackie Harrison
is presently compiling bibliog
raphy of the colleges holdings in
African sLadies The topics in the
first list will include Afro-Amen-
can history Afro-American litera
lure Aft ican literature Sociology
of the Afro-Amej ican Afro-
American religion and chuich
Race relations Blacks and the
establishment law politics and
the courts Black nationalism
Psychology of the black American
Education and the Afro-American
Economic status of black Ameri
cans
Subsequent additions to the bib-
liography will include books on
African history and culture as well
as biographical material of prom-
inent black personalities In addi
tion monthly supplement of new
acquisitions in black studies will
be forthcoming Copies of the
bibliographies will be available for
the asking in the library
New additions of black studies
books will be on permanent dis
play on the rack in the center of
the library and will be available
for circulation
This service is being performed
in response to request from
group of students on campus and
wifi be made available to any other
bonafide special interest group
Any suggestions for changes or




March 16-22 is Anti-Draft Anti-
Recruitment Week in Philadelphia
Tomorrow March 18 sit-in is
being staged at the Jenkintown
Draft Board 533 Greenwood Ave
at 30 p.m Cars will be leaving
from Beaver at 315
On Thursday March 19 rally
and sit-in are pla.nned at the Phil-
adeiphia Induction Center at Broad
and Cherry Streets Groups will
begin assembling at a.m and
number of people will perform se
lective non-violent civil disobedi
ence moving into the draft board
or chaining themselves to the
doors rally in support of this
action is planned At 10 a.rn
the demonstrators will march to
IC Plaza where there will be
speakers For further information
contact Caroline Otis ext 269
Faculty to Begin
Earth Day Plans
At the last faculty meeting the
following proposal was passed
That one hour of prime time be
assigned on April 22 for an all-
college assembly that the Presi
dent appoint an ad hoc committee
of the faculty to work with students
on the program that the commit-
tee select the hour at which the
assembly is to be held and that the
faculty be requested to utilize some
class time during the week of the
observance for consideration of is-
sues involved in the environmental
bind
There will be an open Judicial
Board meeting tonight at 3O
p.m in the room Is-
sues to be discussed include the
setting of precedents for pan-
etal eases which have developed
over the past year due to
changes in regulations and
cases involving leaving the dorm
after hours Students are urged
to attend
Where can you see thr c-year
okis performing in televison showo
that they direct ng ae
corders and punehng kcv
board on computer These are
only some of the cLivitie gilg
on weekly at the Discuvry Center
in the lower level 3f Ced cc
Mall The Cenn wlic
in November iVc1y lU by
Lhe Univcral Educati Cu oa
tion It was deve ped to taIc ad-
vantage of young chilr is natu el
ability to learn Oaly o- though
six-year-ohio arc cie3 jt thc
Center because of edo
theory that learnieg nabits and
capabilities are esthV 3hod befoe
the age of six
By paying the fe $36
month parent can li child
to the Discovery Ccnto two-
hour session each W1 llIrC n.e
two specially trained uprviss
for every ten childrc They en-
courage the childrci to use the ma
tenials in the Ccrte anl tht are
available to answer iue ens am
stimulate interest Ti uniqu
learning materials were eloped
to teach the children stmi ig
Lectures seminars teach-ins
and films will probe various aspects
of pollution from its cpd1mic his
tory to ecological Proj cLons to
the year 2000 A.D
This morning discussions will
cover responses to urbanhm and
industrialization Dr Sidney Hal-
peru history professor at Tern-
plc will investigate The Politics
of Perversion The Case for P01-
lution
Ecology and Oil in Alaska and
Population ar Trsns on
are the topics Wedneediy
morning March leetu en
titled Epidemics in rlistoy will
also be given by Dr lIe1pe-
Ambler sociology stuck iits wiP
conduct seminars in the afternoon
on such subjects orgenizatiori
of pollution conti ol water pollu
tion birth control and projec
tion for the next century
On Thursday March 19 the
Mi Richard Polls of the hu
tion department las recotly cc-
rnthored maUi textPeh to hi
published by Harper and Row
His old college roommat Pa
tPad who is presently pc
ear at Bates College edited Mr
Polis book
avirg and measuring skills be
Pl ohlern-solving using num
be and getting along with others
he Discovery method strongly
.e rrn ends the total involvement
ci the ii nts the childs learn-
Xi pee Parents are given
ye tal report of how their child
CCr0IdI each week The chil
fl given special toys design-
at home accompanJed
dhctios for the parents
ch nìorth the parent is given
in detaled written report on
th child and an discuss his pro-
with the Centers educational
highly qualified psy
I1
it there ten Dis
WI Cetitrs the United
no-shy or the east coast
hO0 to greatly expand and
gover wont aid open up in
id ldvntaded areas
a\er students are welcome to
it Centei and observe the
en rt Using microscopes
fihii tnd ty writers among
Lli devices in most delightful
States corscrvatjon move-
a-oil as the Law of Con-
of Hal t.i ani Energy
usred Mr Haiis Zut
nember of the horticulture
depe mont will explain how pest-
ickrn az ured on food crops and
Ccc go Lidd of the religion
Cej- wtiwnt will speak on Taoism
an Ecological Religion Both
of tLese lectures will be held in
the afternoon
The Environmerital Studies
Week will end on Friday with an
info mal discussion on the role of
the inthvidual in pollution control
Also on th3 agenda for March 20
1e ure by English professor
Crw Dcaux on Epidemics P01-
iUt0r and Overcrowding in the
iddle Ages
ddition to these topics there
dli he guest spe hes special films
aim with ecology and displays
-PcllUtion cais
Sbschl bues veill be running
from lm maui campus of Temple
Ai bler See Sandy Thompson
wt 272 for further details on
sjsedul .s 01 times and events
Tuesday March 970
Mr Stephen Miller Pnhlishes
Critique on Zliiqniew llerliiert
by Nancy Croup
On first looking into Mr Stephen
Millers neatly-kept office one
would not immediately assume that
It was the hideaway of member
of an exclusive cult of creative
writers Isnt it always said that
the mind of creativity flourishes in
chaos Perhaps this association
Is out-dated or so it seems for
behind the wire-rims and friendly
smile of refreshingly honest in-
structor thrives talent for writ-
jag











The Ambler campus ll
University is sponsoling an Le
vironmental Studics PTee ie
began yesterday and wi1I
through this Friday March 20
At least once week each of us
is teacher for one game or exer
cisc The remainder of the week
we are children and heaven or-With all the benefits we get from
the class however we really
bid that any of us ever come up
against such monsters Aftershouldnt worry about what others
think What other class provides growing up as obedient little ma-
chines we all find it moving toan opportunity to slug your class-
sass teacher trip classmatemate if she angers you Or what
start fight or try to win dishonother class lets you get by with
cheating Elementary Games estly
Cries throughout Murphy of
She hit me and Na mi na nais the only such one Ive had
Naa na constitute normal class
Organized this year Elemen- period You can always tell which
tary Games taught by Mrs girls wore the perfect teachers
Elizabeth Finch of the physicai pets because they are now the
educational depa.rtment provides biggest troublemakers
elementary education majors with So in addition to being extremely
instruction in how to handle gym educational Dementary Games
class fufl of elementary school-aged is therapeutic for its students
children what physical emotional all leave it with fewer frustrations
and intellectual needs must be met and little more knowledge about
in elementary gym classes and the children well be teaching
what games and exercises are Thats quite combination
Mr Polis Plans Publication
Of Math Education Textbook
by Joanra TrachterLerg
BOOKSTORE BALLOT
In an attempt to revamp its selection of current literature
the bookstore is anxious to stock material of most interest to
students Here is your opportunity to express your literary
desires Below list authors and/or specific works of fiction
and non-fiction you would like to see on the bookstore shelves
Return to Box 816
Fiction
Uon-Ficfion
The textbook as yet Untitled
designed for prospretivo ole-
rnentaiy educaticn teachers It is
the only book of its kind based
on explicit behaio al ebjcctiv
Each chapter bogns with app oat
mately 100 instuctional objectives
which the student should meet
through studying the material in
the chapter Pre-tests and post
tests have been designed to ncae Mi Richard Polls
ure the students proficiency befor
and after accomplishing the oh- bring planned
Also on the
jectives awrg boa ed are two more books
writLn at the junior college and
The book covers the standard ore ml university level
content for university math Mr Polis belhves that his book
course primarily aimed at dc- is extremely readable Hopefully
mentary teaching In addition he will complete his writing by
co-ordinated manual for the pro- September and the book will be
fessor using the text in his course on the market by September 1971
by Jane Robinson
The criminology reader presently
being used by Beaver sociology stu
dents is so hot-off-the-press that
its surprising that the
ink is even
dry yet As matter of fact no
one else in the world not even two
of the three editors has copy
The volume is the second edition
of The Sociology of Punishment
and Correction edited by Dr
Norman Johnston chairman of
our sociology department Leonard
Savitz professor of sociology
at
Temple University and Marvin
Wolfgang chairman of the socioll
ogy department at the University
of Pennsylvania and director of its
Center for Studies in Criminology
and Criminal Law
Dr Johnston and his colleagues
began working on the book when
they were together at Penn The
first edition was published in 1962
and is the leading text for sociol
ogy used by undergraduates across
the country and the world The
University of Moscow uses trans
lation of the text Dr Johnston
describes this as quite compli
ment but not really because the
subtitle is Selected Bourgeois
Theory Its the thought that
counts
Inside and Out
This world-renowned text is
touched by Beaver inside and out
Dr Johnston tells of receiving the
publishers preliminary art
work
for the books cover and being
somewhat dissatisfied Apparently
it was in fact rather pathetic He
showed it to Miss Jean Francksen
of Beavers fine arts department
at lunch one day and she whipped
up sketch on placement Dr
Johnston sent the placement back
to the publisher and right be
hold the new cover of this edition
This is true
This volume deals with legal
process and second volume will
soon appear entitled The Sociology
of Crime and Delinquency
Yesterday Dr Johnston met
Community involvement may be
worthwhile project in many
areas bu white uppr-middle
class Glenside just aint the place
for it baby This epitome of sub
urbia which Beaver students pass
through on their way to take the
train to Philadelphia knows little
about the school and cares to know
less But then how many Beaver
students know who the mayor of
Glenside is
The college is remote its part
of the countryside said Sue
Franklin of Lismore Ave Ive
grown up with the college but Ive
never really been aware of it
Im not too conscious of Bea
ver admitted another Glenside
woman who refused to give her
name Im afraid dont know
enough about the community
They could make it more of
conunhnity thing Mrs Lucy Bolb
of Tyson Avenue felt She noted
that the announcements of speak
ers and exhibits in the local news
papers brought several area resi
dents to participate in the college
functions
mic1il -aced man who identi
fled himself only as business
man said that he was generally
unaware of the college except when
happening to drive past the cam
pus Its beautiful place The
castle is impressive
personnel worker who typ
ically wished to
remain anony
mous told News reporter that
she couldnt find anything wrong
with Beaver Its not working
mans school like Temple she
confided
The suburbanites seemed con
fused at what the primary function
of college education was
guess to teach anything
the
students want to major in If you
with three other prison experts at
planning session for prison ifims
dealing with the purpose of correc
tions in the last half of the 20-
century The four men met
with the producers of the films
who were contracted by The Amer
ican Foundation and several pri
son officials to discuss what sub
ject matter must be contained in
the films
The other very interesting ex
perts included Judge Edmund
Spaeth of the Philadelphia Courts
Professor Norval Morris of the
Dr Johnston noted that Judge
Baezlon has made several land
mark decisions including ones
which set new precedents for the
interpretation of insanity by am
plifying the original criteria
Ju
dicial professionals have always
created law by re-interpretations
in exactly this fashion
Dr Johnstons expertise in so
ciology is revealed in the world
wide success of the text of which
he is an editor and by his presence
at this session with other eminent
men in the area He is obviously
tremendous asset to the field of
prison concerns and criminology
not to mention inestimable con
tribution to the sociology depart
ment of Beaver College
go in you major in something
dont you asked Mrs Bobb
At Beaver Drugs phaimacy
in Glensid named for the
college Mrs Sylvia Schweon de
cided College teaches students
how to live with people Students
grow up by coming into all differ
ent situations The petite heav
ily made-up woman rang up the
cash register have two kids of
my own away at college think
all young people should definitely
go away to school
That all depends said the
businessman College prepares
men to be successful to have
profession Girls go to college to
learn about the better things in
life And to catch good hus
band He chuckled
Mrs Anne Scurria of Fenton
Road in Philadelphia vehemently
disagreed Oh no you go to col
lege to learn to educate yourself
continuously throughout life not
just to get good job
Assistant Postmaster Wallace
King of the Glenside post office
responded slowly and thoughtfully
to the reporters question Why
to educate younger people he
said college should give them an
ability to study to learn They
should develop sense of inde
pendence
But the majority of interviewees
stressed job opportunities open to
college graduates
College mainly trains students
for what they want to do in the
immediate future one said
It provides good education for
business said the personnel
worker One certainly wants to
be qualified in the type of work
hes interested in
Irv Hartman the pharmacist at
Continued on Page Ccl
Nine Beaver alumnae who have
scattered to such diverse sports
as California Colorado ar.d
Georgia will return to the site of
their college years Thursday
March 19 and Friday March 20
They will be meeting as the
Beaver Alumnae Representatives
Workshop
These women act as pai i-time
representatives for Beaver in their
home locales interviewing pros
pective students among other in
frcquent functions They have
boen invited back in order to be
orought up to date on the present
situation of their alma mater
meeting primarily with faculty and
administration student panel
will be formed to speak with the
alumnae as well The alumnae will
be presented with an overview of
gcneral conditions now prevailing
at Beaver and will be particularly
enlightened on internship and ap
prenticeship programs such as the
Washington program
The workshop meetings will be
held March 19 from 330-530 p.m
and 630-930 p.m in the Rose
Room and Mirror Room and on
closed sessions the representatives
will be spaking informally with
students around the campus
Penn to Hold Talks
On Political Justice
In order to examine how the po
litical process is really related to
the judicial process the National
Conference on Political Justice will
be held at the University of Penn
sylvania March 19-21 Knowledg
able and interested individuals will
be brought together to try to gain
some perspective as to what is
happening in the courts today
The speakers will include attor
neys defendants prosecutors and
others concerned with moral and
legal questions
The Conference has been or
ganized around four main themes
with panel discussions dealing with
each of the four topics war dis
sent military justice blacks and
the judicial system and the counter
culture and the judicial system In
addition there will be small in
formal seminars dealing with
many of the same topics
Following general opening
session on Thursday evening
March 19 will be the symposium
dealing with military justice on
Friday morning Friday afternoon
will feature the symposium on war
dissent Black justice and counter
cultures relationship with the law
will take place Saturday morning
and afternoon respectively In ad
dition Orson Welles film version
of Kafkas The Trial will be shown
Speakers participating in the
conference will include Henry di
Suvero lawyer for the Fort Dix
38 James St Clair lawyer for
William Sloane Coffin representa
tives of the Justice Department
Charles Garry lawyer for Bobby
Seale Black Panthers William
Kunstler lawyer for the Chicago
The conference is sponsored by
the International Affairs Associa
tion non-partisan student organi
zation at the University of Penn
sylvania
The German Club and Lit
East-West film series is cc-
sponsoring the presentation or
Kafkas The Trial on Monday
March 23 at 730 p.m in the
Library lecture room Be there
Sevrral innovations have bean
made in the curriculum of the
history government department
Three new courses have been in
itiated which will be introduced
next year
Germany major modern seat
for power will be the subject of
one of the new courses alter
nating with the existing Russian
history course Dr Latour will be
teaching both courses The new
Germany course will cover the per
iod from 1648 through the Weimar
Republic the Third Reich and
post-war Gennany It will be wel
semester of independent studs
in history and one in government
will also be offered These courses
History 17 or Government 17 may
be taken with the approval of the
instructor and the department
chairman student interested in
particular field or area in
either
of these subjects now has the op
portunity to make concentrated
study in that field
Page Pow
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University of Chicago and Judge March 20 from 930 am 330
David Baezlon of Washington p.m Although these will be
Such Sleepy Little Place
by Jackie Manela
Tuesday March 17 1970
Subconscious Insecurity
El Ed Majors Disease
by Carole Cates
Hang-ups It seems that every the work load and mental taxation
person place and thing has at just arent the same How hard
least one hang-up today Among could reading course be
the many varieties at Beaver is Sure lots of elementary educa
one called the elementary educa- tion majors make Deans List but
tion inferiority complex and be- how much does it mean because of
cause as an elementary education the easy courses they take All
major had been its victim on cc- they can get is an or for doing
casion went locking for its roots ittle work
The disease however is not Either you can teach or you
actually an inferiority complex cant Girls who came here to
for among all the elementary edu- learn how to teach are wasting
cation majors interviewed net their time if they already know
one admitted feelings of inferiority how and those who dont cant
to anyone on campus But some- be taught So they all just stay
times when people tell me how here and take those kiddie courses
dumb am and how easy it is to andbettherestofusoutofgood
be an elementary education ma- grades
jor really feel down is how Ft
one girl put it Another con- As in any conflict this antago
curred People think that when nism is based on misconceptions
you sign up for elementary ad- and lack of knowledge about the
ucation youre signing up for education department and its ma-
fingerpaintmg
jors As the ATT ads say To
So my first hypothesis was that communicate is the begmnmg of
perhaps non-majors had no respect understanding Similarly 11 at-
for us Naturally couldnt speak
tempt communication of some facts
to every non-major on campus but about elementary education in
among the first twenty-five spoke
hopes of clearing up some imsun
to not one showed any lack of
derstandmgs Perhaps if more
respect for the elementary educa-
people understood
the principles
tion major in general think bed the education department
theyre the greatest people on cam- both we enrolled in it and those
pus respect them more than who criticize it would have one
anyone else know couldn less hang-up
put up with kids Elementary Of any major here elementary
school teachers are as important to
education majors get the broadest
the community as doctors are
liberal arts background The edu
people have to realize an element-
cation department requires at least
ary education major importance five science/math courses of the
In addition to students also
education department and the math
spoke to faculty in the education
department One commented
and science departments and
at least six humamties courses plus
With all of the education rcqmre
others in the education categdry
merits dont think girl would Of course it is necessary for an
go into elementary education
un
elementary teacher to be
versed in
less she was interested Another
said The presidents of the senior
all subjects but besides that
junior and sophomore classes as
these requirements do put strain
well as three of the five SGO
on the elementary education work
officers are elementary education
loads
majors That doesnt indicate
In 5.dditiOfl tha eicmerita.ry edu
lack of respect to me cation major has at least
three se
Rhiky-dhik
mesters of field work working with
So at first no one seemed at all
childten before student teaching
antagonistic toward us We all
includes tutoring observing
seemed to think that people hated
or actual teaching This experl
us yet no one admitted to it
once is invaluable to many who die-
Where were the people who had ccver that they
do better with cliii-
led one girl to say People gave
deen than they suspected as well
me such grief about being an ele- as those
who find that teaching is
mentary education major that now
nct for them At least when we
just say Im an education ma-
student teach we are not facing
jor Were we making the whole children
for the first time
complex up Did it occur only in FUrther
the elementary educa.
our minds Did it echo our sub- tion courses themselves are
not
conscious inaecurities Perhaps ninky-dink In fact Reading
this was some of the problem Ed 21 is one of the toughest
However decided that perhapS courses hi the curriculum For
was letting my own bias in favor four weeks juniors make an in-
of elementary education show dur- tensive study of what
constitutes
tag my interview and was there- reading readiness reading prob
fore talking people into making lems normal and
abnormal read-
favorable comments about it So big and how to teach reading
tried interviewing people who Then once week each girl tu
were unaware of my major Then tors an elementary school student
began to get responses Id ex- who has reading problems It may
pected Believe me it took lot seem easy to create game for
of self control to listen calmly to child learning to read but it isnt
some of them when you consider the importance
They all smile and treat you of every little thing you do Wrong
like kid which is really annoy- color usage faulty
instructions
ing when you know youre smarter when giving the game or game
than they are that stresses the wrong thing can
Of course elementary education damage or hamper the child learn-
majors dont compare intellectually ing to read from them
with say English majors their What can be rinky-dink is the
diplomas arent even equivalent be- manner In which elementary
edu
cause the elementary education cation majors treat these courses
courses are so rinky-dink mean Continued on Page Col
History-Govt Offers New Courses
come addition to the history-gov
ernment department as it expands
the selection of courses dealing
with contemporary world forces
Thesdy March Il 1970
The Temple University Opera
Workshop presented Giuseppe
VercWs FaZstaff on the evening of
March in their Mitten Hall
auditorium
The opera is lyric comedy in
three acts based on the Shake-
spearean play King Henry TV Sir
John Falstaff the main character
is large rotund knight who as
usual is short of funds He pians
to replenish them by approaching
with romance as the excuse two
charming ladies of Windsor Alice
Ford and Meg Page whose hue-
bands are rich The opera tells
the story of how the ladies out-
wit Falstaff and in so doing teach
Mr Ford lesson in tolerance
and forgiveness so that at the end
all can sing together Let us en-
our folly
Becauee the acoustics in Mitten
Hall leave much to be desired the
opera orchestra drowned out the
voices many times This was most
evident in the case of Daniel Eby
the baritone who over-acted and
under-sang the role of Falstaff
His interpretation of the character
extremely over-emphasized
and his voice hardly penetrated
through the orchestra whose total
sound was by no means loud
Those Fabulous PhiZadetphian8
by Herbert Kupferberg Charles
Seribners Sons New York 1969
After 70 years of service to
music lovers it seems that the
Philadelphia Orchestra is quite de
serving of mass biography re
counting the stories of its con-
ductors members and loyal sup-
porters Herbert Kupferberg has
undertaken this difficult endeavor
and has succeeded magnificently in
his new book Those FabuZous
Phiki4elphians His extensive re
search in cooperation with the or-
chestra officials has resulted in
highly readable history of the
life and times of great or-
chestra
Mr Kupferberg focuses princi
pally on the past 56 years of the
Philadelphians under their two
great conductors briefly dis
cussing the first 14 years of the
groups existence FIe covers the
exciting years of growth and cx-
Motiveless Malignity by Louis
Auchincloss Houghton Muffin
Company 1969
Louis Auchincloss offers no apol
ogy for adding Motiveless Malig
nity his collection of essays on
Shakespeares characters to the
multitude of Shakespearean corn-
mentary He feels that Shakespeare
is entitled to the opinions of every
author coming after him Writ-
ing about him has become like
writing about life and conse
quently about oneself Shakespeare
at least he says has nothing to
lose
Mr Auchincloss is attempting
In the pages of Motiveless MaZig
nity to clarify two of his opinions
about Shakespeares characters
First he believes along with many
other critics that analysis of
Shakespeares characters caimot
be confined to discussion of their
importance to one age but rather
that there arc elements in each
that may be related to the world
of the present as easily as they
may be related to the world the
Among the characters worth
mentioning were Mr and Mrs
Ford Evans Clough who play-
ed Mr Ford had the voice of the
evening His superb baritone voice
as well as his acting ability far
surpassed that of most of the other
characters Victoria Villamil also
succeeded in portraying her role
of Mrs Alice Ford and in her fine
vocal ability Her light soprano
voice could be heard through the
fortlsslnio passages of the orclies
tra
The bass baritone who played
Pistol must also be mentioned
even though his part was small
his voice was tremendous Stephen
Neeren 20-year-old opera stu
dent has the potential and the
ability of becoming fine artist
His few lines brought him much
praise backstage after the con-
clusion of the opera
The turnout was small and like-
wise the applause except in the
cases of Mr dough and Miss
Vilainhl for whom the audience
applauded vigorously The suc
cess of the opera was largely due
to the fine performance of these
two singers and of course to
Temples magnificent orchestra
conducted by Mr Keith Brown
perimentation under Leopold Sto
kowski during which time the
character of the orchestra was
formed and the subsequent years
in which Eugene Ormandy car-
ned on the Stokowski tradition and
further mellowed the wonderful
instrument he had inherited
The reader will undoubtedly be
entertained by Mr Kupferbergs
portrayal of the antics of Dr Sto
kowski with his intolerant conser
vative Philadelphia audience and
warmed by his representation of
the pleasant understanding per-
sonalty of Eugene Ormandy in his
interactions with his famous or-
chestra
Herbert Kupferbergs easy-going
style of writing adds to the en-
joyment of the great story he
tells His book is must for any-
one who loves the Philadelphia Or-
chestra or simply for anyone in-
terested in reading the fascinating
history of group of fabulous
Philadelphians
Elizabethans or to the world dur
ing any other period Second and
most important he has chosen to
discuss common lack of apparent
motivation among some of Shake-
speares principal characters The
interesting part of Mr Auchincloss
interpretation of the missing moti
vation is that he feels it is re
flection of Shakespeares sense of
the perverse and irrational in hu
man nature
Mr Auchincloss in his 15 brief
essays covers range of Shake-
speares characters from Othello
and Hamlet the most tragic to
Falstaff one of the greatest clowns
He ponders the reasons for Mac-
beths killing of Banquo for Ham-
lets procrastination for Prince
Hals unnecessary cruelty to sym
pathetic Falstaff and for lagos de
struction of Othello In his search
for these motives Louis Auchin
class brings out some new and
controversial views on the person-
alities His book will be valuable
to any reader interested in sampl




The final production of the
Theater Playshop will be Our
American Cousin by Tom Taylor
The director of this play Mr Terry











Lord Duncireary George Fine
Asa Trenchard Nathan Kurland
ir Edward Trenohard
Robert Davidson
Captain DeBoots Frank DePace
Harry Vernon Bud Young
Abel Murcott David Gregson
Mr CoyZe George Spelvin
Mr Buddicombe William Gray
Mr Binny James MeCune






Stage Manager Diane Audorif
House Manager Linda Seybold
Pubicist Kay Salz
Set Chairman Diane Taylor
L4ghts Chairman Debbie Roy
Costumes and Props Chairman.
Mary Anne Amore
Students are invited to attend all
rehearsais All that is requested
is silence
The play will open Wednesday
April 29 1970 and will run




PACEM the Peace Action Coali
tion of Eastern Montgomery
County will sponsor forum on
March 19 aimed at educating par-
ents and their children with re
gard to the draft
law
The meeting will host speaker
from the Philadelphia Resistance
legal counselor on the draft
law and member of the draft
board Mr Edgar Schuster of
Beavers English department ex
plained that PACEM is trying to
educate people on political issues
and that its members feel very
strongly that most youngsters are
not well aware of what their
rights are what the legalities and
illegalities of the draft actually
involve
The forum will be open to cbs-
cussion and the public is urged to
attend It will be held at the
Abington Friends School 1220
Greenwood Avenue Jenkintown at
830 p.m this Thursday
RADIO
very sad thing has happened
to the Beaver News staff Our
radio has been stolen It is not the
fact that it is gone that makes us
sad Its disappearance makes us
not sad but furious Knowing that
someone has taken it upon herself
to remove something that belongs
to us was paid for by us is mad-
dening If it is joke it is sick
one
What makes us sad is thinking
that someone is able to make
decision like that able to walk
away without second thought
We would like it back It is not
too late to return it Please take
it to the mailroom and have it de
livered to us We are not going to
track you down whoever you are
We are going to depend upon your
conscience to act for us
PLEASE
The value of any course depends on
what the student and teacher want
from itwhat they both put into it
and what they both get out of it
Girls who are in elementary educa
tion to take gut courses expect
little from their courses put little
into them and consequently get
little or nothing from them have
seen this happen in classes of every
subject but for some reason be-
cause they are actually being
traIned to teach the fact that ele
mentary education majors do this
seems terrible They are wasting
their time their teachers time
their fathers money and above
all if they plan to teach they could
mar the education and lives of
their pupils
Gripes
Why then some people asked
me arent girls more closely
screened before entering the educa
tion depa.rtment The education
department feels that these girls
should be screened no differently
than any girl entering any major
Everyone is free to choose her own
major The department feels that
it is not fair for them to judge
girls teaching capabilities until
she is observed student teaching
On occasion in fact the depart-
ment has not certified girls to
teach but it happens rarely
Perhaps the biggest gripe con-
corning the elementary education
major is the Educations or
system In theory it is beautiful
idea because she must be pro-
ficient in all subjects an element-
ary education major must get at
least proficiency in course
even if she must keep trying and
trying for the grade or she will
fail the course If she does work
beyond whats required she gets
SLEEPY LITTLE PLACE
Continued from Page Ce
Beaver Drugs for six years also
took practical position College
gets you nice future with higher
earnings he said Mr Hartman
later qualified his statement add-
ing It does give you broader
mind and prepares you for life
Many Glensiders favor the pros-
pect of Beavers becoming co-ed
school because in Miss Franklins
words they feel it might make the
school have more of an influence on
the community
The times are changing Mrs
Schweon said think the girls
want co-ed college Although
she admitted that Beaver had made
many changes in the six years
Ive been with Beaver Drugs she
felt that co-education would have
an even greater effect on the
school
dont think it would change
drastically but it might pep things
up little the anonymous per-
sonnel worker decided
Its up to the individual but
Ive heard the girls seem to want
co-ed school cant blame
them said Mrs Bobb
think men would bring more
active atmosphere to the campus
its such sleepy little place
another felt
Mr Hartman resident of
northeast Philadelphia was skep
tical of any changes that might re
suit but he favored the trend to-
ward co-education at many col
leges Co-education teaches about
life he said
Mr King agreed When you get
out into the world you meet all
types of people not just one kind
feel the same way about co-edu
cation that do about schools for
students of only one religion He
took firm stand think all
colleges should be co-ed
Then they all returned to what-
ever they had been doing work-
ing shopping dusting walking the
dog Beaver College became the
distant castle again net to change
unless some other busybody fresh-
man decided to explore community
relations within the suburb
P_ Fhe
In reality however it meets with
complaints on every side Non-ma-
jors dont like competing grade-
wise with girls who can only get
As or Bs the education depart-
ment doesnt like giving grades at
all and majors often feel un.moti
vated in such system Further
many argue if it is such great
system why doesnt the whole
schocl adopt it Or one girl sug
gested if the education department
remains the sole AEF department
why not create College of Edu
cation separate from the College
of Liberal Arts Then students
could compete within and not be-
tween colleges
The fact of the matter is that
there are only two .ABF courses in
the education department Math
and Language Arts
Why you may ask shouldnt an
elementary education major get
or if she cannot grasp con-
cepts without retesting How
answer could tell third grade
class Sorry kids we cant learn
factoring because never quite
caught it in college
Of course as in any major or
profession youll find insincere
people in elementary educatIon
Youll also find people who are us-
ing the major as stepping stone
to something else such as child
guidance politics or educational
filming But these girls arent any
less sincere in their goals than
those who only want to teach And
according to statistics of the past
few years over T5 of the ele
mentary education graduates do
teach with few difficulties in get-
ting positions
Almost every person inter-
viewed said something about ele
mentary teachers importance in
molding the minds of tomorrow
Maybe if just to keep our own
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The Department of Religion and
Philosophy faces twin challenge
in the teaching of religion
at Bea
ver College in 1970-71 On the
one hand the end of the religion
requirement will probably shift the
center of gravity in course elec
tions within the department In
the second place the chairman of
the department Dr Robert
Swaim will spend the academic
year 1970-71 in London where he
will be teaching the course Liv
ing Religions of the World each
semester and will be helping to
administer the Beaver London Se
mester on the scene
The present academic year in
which the religion requiretuent has
been broadened to indlude Re
ligion 14 Living Religions and
Religion 25 Modern Religious
Thought has produced real en
richment in learning within the
department Religion 25 which
works in the period from 1919 to
the present offered many fresh
approaches and vistas for the de
velopment of the relevant study of
religion today The students in
the course were particularly ap
preciative of the opportunities to
study the existentialists the
Church Struggle against Hitler
science Vatican II and the theol
ogy of reconciliation the Marxist-
Christian dialogue and the the
ology of the 1970s Black Theol
ogy theology of the Spirit and
theology of Hope Especially
stimulating were contributions such
as those by existentialists Paul
Tillich with his theology of the
New Being Martin Buber with
his dialogical relationship of and
Thou and Nicholas Berdyaev
whose theology of freedom and the
spirit is so relevant to still future
developments The exploration in
to alienation by such atheistic
existentialists as Heidegger and
Sartre were suggested as invalu
able for the theology of reconcili
ation at work in the ecumenical
weakness lies in the lack of recog
nition of the potential energy
available for expanding and re
vamping programs at Beaver
Our obligation to ourselves each
other and the school is to uncover
and promote recognition evalua
tion and Instigation of ideas and
events on campus
Opinions of many students con
cerning Beavers capacity for deal
lug with sexual problems pregnan
cies and information reflect
general dissatisfaction and ab
sence of authority However
nothing has been done to correct
this lack of communication on
topic that Is discussed all over the
campus
In an effort to provide such de
sired advice men and women at
Smith College and Amherst Col
lege have jointly formed an experi
mental course entitled Topics in
Human Sexuality to bring inform
ed speakers onto the campuses This
is an attempt to alleviate ignor
ance and provide and provoke mod-
era discussions on such topics as
Human Sexuality and Psycho
Sexual Development Male-Female
Relationships Anatomy Physiol
ogy Sex Techniques and Responses
Contraception Abortion Preg
nancy Birth and Natural Child
birth with panel and film Love
and Female and Male Liberation
The course procedure includes
lectures held In the evening after
which seminar groups of about 15-
20 people meet and discuss the ma-
essence of state church and social
structure really are The same
dynamics are operative today in
the struggle for black identity
in
hostile uncomprehending or In
different milieu This makes it pos
sible for thinkers like Joseph Wash
ington The Politics of God
James Cone Black Theology and
Black Power and white Roman
Catholic layman Michael Novak
Theology for Radical Politics to
reveal so much about the true es
sence and future of religion
Many of the students who took
the course were interested in the
relation of theology to science
The universal evolutionism of Teil
hard de Chardin offers an exciting
beginning which can be profitably
expanded However the strongest
and most frequent suggestion by
students was to expand the areas
covered into the problems of per
sonal social economic and politi
cal ethics which concern us so di
rectly today
As consequence of this immedi
ate need Dr Hall will be offering
Religion 13 Present Day Religious
Problems in the first semester of
1970-71 as study of religious re
sources for solving ethical prob
lems The classic problems of in
terpersonal relations peace and
war and problems of racial and so
cial groups will be set in the over
arching context of population and
environmental concerns Paul Ehr
lich in The Population Bomb sug
gests that not only the
second
horseman of the Apocalypse but al
so the third and fourth horsemen
released at the opening of the
third and fourth seals In Revela
tion pose an Immediate threat
to the survival of the human race
opened for group discussion
list of readings is presented to
each participant in the course
for personal use Also the
Clergy Consultation Service pro
vides list of members who offer
counseling to women with problem
pregnancies Phone numbers are
given along with directions for
calling one of these members for
consultation
The fee to cover the costs for
their spea.ker the film and various
mimeographed materials was ap
proximately $3.50 student
at
Smith when asked how the stu
dents received the course replied
This program is in its second year
and is extremely successful
These schools have realized that
education if it is going to assimi
late facts and apply them to living
situations must admit that sex
and sex education are necessary
and important factors in our so
ciety When high schools are con
ducting classes in sex education
throughout the country the col
leges should also satisfy the con
tinuing need for Information as
the personality experiences differ
ent situations
We at Beaver no matter how
secure our existences may seem
are facing important personal de
cisions that could be made with
more assurance and knowledge by
creating such course panel and
source of authority-based discus
sion
ligious ethics today
The course in Modern Religious
Thought attempts scrupulously to
exclude material before 1919 but
in order to do this it must pre-sup
pose the vast world of prior
human
achievements Therefore the
course will be given in the second
semester of 1970-71 and Religion
24 History of Christian Thought
will be taught by Dr Hall in the
first semester Since this course is





taught with two emphasis On the
one hand the religion-culture di-
mension will be examined by set-
ting religious thinking
in what
Franklin Le Van Baumer calls
Main Currents of Western Thought
On the other hand Christian the-
ology and Christian ethics can
well
be viewed as history of the
western understanding of love
agape eros philia and caritas
Religion 10 the Judeo-Christiafl
Heritage will be offered each se
mester In the first semester the
emphasis will be upon the death
resurrection or rebirth of the
images of God within the heritage
This recalls the approach used in
the second semester of 1968-69
when students produced much of
the Arts of Ultimate Concern
which together with works of art
from Religion 25 will be exhibited
in the Spruance Art Center soon
after spring vacation In the sec
ond semester of 1970-71 in Re
ligion 10 will again emphasize
the
resources for the Biblical tradition




Religion 14 Living Religions of
the World has been so great that
in spite of Dr Swaims absence this
course is being announced as open
for election in 1970-71 with the
instruction to be arranged if there
is sufficient demand
by Jackie Manela
The dining room became vent-
able United Nations Tower of
3abel at least when Frances tri
color flag appeared at dinner last
Tuesday for the first time this
year It directed girls to the
French table which now joins the
Spanish and German tables in en
lightening Beaver students and
confounding their waitresses
Students should not feel handi
capped by the rustiness of their
French said Mr Cohn Dickson
associate professor of French and
adviser to the French club
Everyone who is interested in un
proving her French is welcome
The next club-sponsored French
table will be tonight and each
Tuesday thereafter at 530 p.m
Mr Cooley cannot promise any
thing more exotic than meats au
jus but after breathing hs and
garbling ns while you may feel
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admit it Im Bertrand Rus
sell fan through and through If
hed written sonata Id have
listened and marvelled even if
couldnt stand the sound If hed
endorsed Bertie baseballs Id have
bought one But thank heavens
Bertie stuck to writing for read-
ing his works is often delightful
rib-tickling experience Or havent
you heard for example about his
penchant for revealing the absurd
Well then read on Phi Sigma Tau
Is here to enlighten you
One of the best places to look for
Russell-ian humor is an article he
once wrote called An Outline of
Intellectual Rubbish Hilarious
Catalogue of OrganIsed and mdi-
vidual Stupidity Here are three
sample paragraphs from that in-
formative essay
St Thomas Aquinas the of-
ficial philosopher of the Catholic
Caurch discussed lengthily and se
riously very grave problem which
fear modern theologians unduly
neglect He Imagines cannibal
who has never eaten anything but
human flesh and whose father and
mother before him had like propen
sities Every particle of his body
belongs rightfully to someone else
We cannot suppose that those who
have been eaten by cannibals are
to go short through all eternity
But if not what is left for the
cannibal How is he to be prop-
erly roasted in hell if all his body
is restored to its original owners
This is puzzling question as the
saint rightly perceives
am sometimes shock-
ed by the blasphemies of those who
think themselves piousfor in-
stance the nuns who never take
bath without wearing bathrobe
all the time When asked why since
no man can see them they reply
Oh but you forgot the good God
Apparently they conceive of the
Deity as Peeping Tom whose om
nipotence enables Him to see
through bathroom walls but who
is foiled by bathrobes This view
strikes me as curious
Is not man an individual of
the species homo sapiens Alone
among animals he has an immortal
soul and is rational he knows the
difference between good and evil
and has learnt the multiplication
table Did not God make him in
His own image And was not
everything created for mans con-
venince The sun was made to
light the day and the moon to
light the night The raw fruits
of the earth were made for hunan
sustenance Even the white tails
of rabbits according to some theo
logians have purpose namely to
make it easier for sportsmen to
shoot them There are it is true
some inconveniences lions and
tigers are too fierce the summer is
too hot and the winter too cold
But these things only began after
Adam ate the apple before that nfl
animals were vegetarians and tle
season was always spring If only
Adam had been content with
peaches and nectarines grapes and
pears and pineapples these bless-
ings would still be ours
Solemn
But dont ever think that all of
Russells other works are solemn
and erudite Heres an exoerpt from
the first volume of his autobiog
raphy
It would be misleading to sug
gest that ray childhood was all
solemnity and seriousness got
just as much fun out of life as
could some of it am afraid of
somewhat mischievous kind
On Sunday when the Park was
crowded would climb to the very
top of large beech tree on the
edge of our grounds There
would hang upside down and
scream and watch the crowd
gravely discussing how rescue
should be effected When saw
them nearing decisiOn would
get the right way up and quietly
come down
To round out this sampling we
have another example for you this
time taken from Portraits from
Memory One of the chapters do-
scribes George Bernard Shaw
George and Bertie were friends
and one day they decided to go
bicycle riding with this result
At this time he and were in-
volved in bicycle accident which
feared for moment might have
brought his career to premature
close He was only just learning to
ride bicycle and he ran into my
machine with such force that he
was hurled through the air and
lauded on his back 20 feet from the
place of the collision However he
got up completely unhurt and con-
tinued his ride whereas my bi
cycle was smashed and had to
return by train It was very slow
train and at every station Shaw
with his bicycle appeared on the
platform put his head into the
carriage and jeered suspect that
he regarded the whole incident
proof of the virtues of vegetart
anism
There are so many other things
we could point out but hopefully
these examples of Russells wit
will male you curious enough to
explore his writings on your own
P.S.If you ever see Bravo
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Page Six
Religion Broadens Elective Courses
BEAVER NEWS
by Dr Charles Hall
his Letters and Papers from Pri- potential All of this means that
son proved how much is learned in we must do radIcally new thinking
crisis situations where demonic about the classic human dilemmas
institution like the Nazi state in radically new setting in re
pushes institutional existence to
its
viable limits and reveals what the
Tuesday March
Russell Reveals the Absurd
by Chris Hatch
movement and especially Karl The population bomb is far more
Barth inevitable danger than the nuclear
In addition to Barth the work bomb because it adds famine and
of Dietrich Bonhoeffer as seen in plague to war as its destructive
Need for Sex Education Dinner in French
Continues at College Level
by Patricia Werthan
Beaver College is becoming more terial presented by the lecturer
aware of her strengths her weak- and present their various points of
nesses and her obligations to the view Seminars are conducted by
students Our strength is con- doctor clergy member an
centrated in the minds and active adult or student when they are
participation of 800 women Our without leader the seminars are
me







Hours 930 A.M to 930 P.M
OPEN SUNDAYS
